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Category:2000s Indian television series Category:2007 Indian television series debutsPolice have seized hundreds of dime-sized crystal methamphetamine pipes. OPINION: A decade ago methamphetamine was mostly a problem in our jails. Now it is a real world problem on the streets. It takes at least one minute for a batch of pure meth to be made. Then, it is cooked up into a crystal form for sale.
The results are explosive and can send users spiralling into addiction. "It's an incredibly dangerous drug," says police superintendent James Campbell. "It causes aggression, mood changes, impulsive behaviour, risk taking and sleep impairment. It's also an incredibly strong drug. "You can ingest just 10 milligrams and get an enormous high." READ MORE: * Crack, meth problem hits Auckland *
Meth crackdown continues with search warrant served * Teens 'poisoned by meth' Meth is now the second most popular drug for young people after cannabis. Last year, meth overdoses in New Zealand killed 10 people and hospitalised 48. And in the next few years we can expect the number of deaths to increase. "This stuff is everywhere," Campbell says. "We know there's a market for it in the
country. There's another 20 or 30 batches that haven't come up. If we can stop them before they're even cooked, we'll reduce the numbers substantially. "Meth pipes are extremely easy to conceal. We've found $300,000 worth of pipes in the last few weeks." Campbell said the previous two or three years the pipe seizures had been "in the low hundreds". Last year, a total of 3,355 new meth pipe cases
were recorded in Auckland, a 22 per cent increase on the year before. There were also 1,288 meth pipe cases in Auckland in the 12 months before that, but the year before there were 1,451. 2d92ce491b
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